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In current textile industry, length detection of cloth in production line mainly relies 
on mechanical wheels or laser detection instruments. Both methods have advantages 
and disadvantages. The former uses friction between wheels and cloth to drive wheels 
roll and count, which is of low cost and easy to operate. However, if the cloth is soft 
and smooth, wheels are likely to slip, resulting in wrong counting and error. And 
because of contact measurement, both the cloth and wheels suffer from unrecoverable 
wear and tear, influencing quality of the cloth and measurement accuracy. The latter, 
a non-contact measurement, has higher measurement accuracy, but it requires that the 
measured object should have specific features and it can only be applied in certain 
circumstances. Plus, it costs too high to be widely used in large-scale production line. 
Both mechanical wheels and Laser Doppler Velocimeter have certain limitations in 
the actual application process. In order to improve measurement accuracy of cloth 
length, after studying and researching existing contact and non-contact methods in 
velocity and length detection fields, a non-contact detection method based on gray 
matching has been proposed. This method, integrated use of photoelectric detection 
technology, digital image processing technology and so on, uses the reflected light, 
which is produced by red laser illuminating the measured object’s surface, enter into 
the CMOS image sensor to form an image of the measured object. Then using 
predesigned sequential similarity detection algorithm based on gray matching, two 
successive images are matched and analyzed, giving measured object’s motion state 
information such as direction of movement and displacement. 
Based on the above method, this paper designs a non-contact cloth winding velocity 
and length detection system applied in an actual winding machine. Hardware and 
software design of the image acquisition module, image matching processing module, 
LCD module and controlling module are successfully completed. Simulating the 















detecting the proportion of objects to images of the system, under different speeds, 
cloth winding length of different materials and colors are detected. Experimental 
results indicate that the system, which is non-contact, accurate, simple, of good 
stability and without extra compensation circuits, can meet length detection demands 
of precision and timelines in a certain range of speeds. 
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图 1.1 两种常见的轮式测量仪 
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